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Preliminaries

Let A ∈ Zm×n
+ , G ∈ Qm×p

+ , and b ∈ Rm
+. Assume cost vectors c, h > 0.

Consider the mixed-integer programming (MIP) problem:

zMIP(b) := max
x∈Zn

+,y∈Rp
+

{c⊤x + h⊤y | Ax + Gy ≤ b}. (MIP)

And its LP relaxation:

zLPR(b) := max
x∈Rn

+,y∈Rp
+

{c⊤x + h⊤y | Ax + Gy ≤ b}. (LPR)

This is joint work with Dr. Tayo Ajayi and Dr. Andrew J. Schaefer. This research was supported by NSF grant CMMI-1933373.
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Periodicity of Absolute MIP Gap Functions

Definition
Given a set of RHSs, B[0, b] =

∏m
i=1[0, bi ], the Absolute Gap

Function for MIPs is defined as:

Γ : B[0, b] → R+ ∪ {∞}, Γ(β̂) := zLPR(β̂)− zMIP(β̂).

Theorem
Let aj be the j th column of A and gk be the kth column of G.
Then, under certain conditions, Γ(β̂ − ηaj − λgk) = Γ(β̂).
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About ICERM The Institute for Computational and Experimental Research in Mathematics (ICERM) is a National Science Foundation Mathematics 
Institute at Brown University in Providence, RI. Its mission is to broaden the relationship between mathematics and computation: specifically, to 
expand the use of computational and experimental methods in mathematics, to support theoretical advances related to computation, and address 
problems posed by the existence and use of the computer through mathematical tools, research and innovation. For more information about our programs 
and opportunities to participate, please visit our website: icerm.brown.edu.
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  Organizing Committee
Omar Ghattas, University of Texas at Austin
Youssef Marzouk, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Noemi Petra, University of California, Merced

  Description
IdeaLab is a one-week program at ICERM aimed at early career researchers that focuses 
on a topic at the frontier of research. Participants are exposed to a problem whose solution 
may require broad perspectives and multiple areas of expertise. Senior researchers 
introduce the topic in tutorials and lead discussions. The participants break into teams to 
brainstorm ideas, comprehend the obstacles, and explore possible avenues towards a 
solution. The teams are encouraged to develop a research program proposal. On the last 
day, they present their ideas to one another and to a small panel of representatives from 
funding agencies for feedback and advice. 

  2015 Topic
Inverse problems arise in an enormous variety of science and engineering applications. 
Examples range from understanding the dynamics of Antarctic ice sheets to developing 
predictive models of combustion emissions. The goal of this IdeaLab is to lay out the 
fundamentals of uncertainty quantification for inverse problems in a relatively rapid but 
hands-on manner, so that participants can understand and fluently discuss the current 
state of the art. We will also present connections to classical (regularization-based) 
inverse problems and brainstorm projects focusing on new methodological approaches 
and new applications.

  Funding
• Travel support
• Six nights accommodations
• Meal allowance

  To Apply
• Applicants should be at an early stage of their post-Ph.D. career (within 5 years of Ph.D.)
• All applications must be submitted via MathPrograms.org (see “Brown University”)
• Rolling application review begins April 2015. Applications remain open until positions filled.
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Notre identité s’articule autour des deux signes 
iconiques essentiels et constitutifs du patrimoine de 
marque de l’École : le X et les armes. 
Le X, dénomination donnée à l’École 
polytechnique depuis le milieu du xixe siècle, issue 
des canons croisés du blason d’origine et symbole 
de l’enseignement scientifique. 
Les armes de l’École polytechnique, blason 
historique où figure la devise de Napoléon « Pour 
la Patrie, les Sciences et la Gloire », symbole porteur 
des valeurs de l’École et de sa dimension militaire. 
L’appartenance de l’École à l’Institut Polytechnique 
de Paris se matérialise par le sceaux du logo de 
l’Institut Polytechnique de Paris, ainsi que par son  
nom abrégé, IP Paris.

UNE IDENTITÉ RICHE 
D’HISTOIRE 

ET DE MODERNITÉ 
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Our research focuses on mixed integer nonlinear programming problems
(MINLP) in which all nonconvex functions are univariable and separable.
We employ the Sequential Convex MINLP technique to solve this class
of problems to obtain a global optimal solution. This method uses piece-
wise linear relaxation, where only the concave parts are replaced by linear
functions. In contrast, the convex intervals are handled by generating cut
planes using the perspective cuts. This work presents a comprehensive
theoretical and computational analysis of the different possible reformula-
tions to the original problem. We show and demonstrate that while they
are equivalent in the case of purely linear problems, they are not equivalent
when considering nonlinear convex intervals.

Class of problems

Non-convex Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programs (MINLPs)
in which non-convexity is restricted to sums of univariate
functions:

min
∑

j∈N cjxj

fi(x) +
∑

j∈H(i) gij(xj) ≤ 0 i ∈ M

lj ≤ xj ≤ uj j ∈ N

xj ∈ Z j ∈ I

Incremental Model

min g(l1) +
∑

s∈S zs
zs ⩾ [gs(ls + xs/ys)− gs(ls)]ys s ∈ S

y1 = 1, y|S|+1 = 0

x = l1 +
∑

s∈S xs
(ls+1 − ls)ys+1 ≤ xs ≤ (ls+1 − ls)ys s ∈ S

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S.

Multiple Choice Model

min
∑

s∈S zs
zs ⩾ gs(xs/ys)ys s ∈ S

x =
∑

s∈S xs
lsys ≤ xs ≤ ls+1ys s ∈ S∑

s∈S ys = 1

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S.

Convex Combination Model

min
∑

s∈S zs
zs ⩾ gs(xs/ys)ys s ∈ S

x =
∑

s∈S xs
lsys ≤ xs ≤ ls+1ys s ∈ S∑

s∈S ys = 1

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S.

Computational experience
INST. IM MCM IM RELAX. MCM RELAX.

Int. Size Time Cuts Time Cuts Gap Time Cuts Gap Time Cuts
2 10 0.02 114.70 0.03 105.60 0.48 0.01 50.30 0.48 0.01 50.30
2 20 0.03 187.40 0.03 179.80 0.18 0.01 92.20 0.18 0.02 92.20
2 50 0.05 448.20 0.05 448.20 0.02 0.02 246.10 0.02 0.02 246.10
2 100 0.09 759.00 0.09 759.50 0.00 0.04 499.00 0.00 0.05 499.00
2 200 0.21 1614.50 0.22 1635.90 0.00 0.09 989.40 0.00 0.08 989.40
2 500 0.45 3293.90 0.45 3202.20 0.00 0.22 2504.50 0.00 0.22 2504.50
2 1000 1.12 5949.60 1.00 5896.30 0.00 0.45 5039.40 0.00 0.43 5039.40
4 10 0.06 348.40 0.04 239.70 1.31 0.01 108.10 0.17 0.01 78.80
4 20 0.09 533.90 0.04 325.90 1.00 0.02 225.40 0.03 0.02 155.10
4 50 0.41 1546.10 0.16 886.70 0.80 0.04 501.90 0.01 0.04 360.30
4 100 0.91 2332.30 0.26 1416.30 0.83 0.10 1058.90 0.00 0.07 733.50
4 200 3.10 4171.30 0.54 2369.80 0.85 0.22 2255.20 0.00 0.15 1481.00
4 500 20.34 8931.70 2.40 5141.40 0.80 0.69 5611.90 0.00 0.42 3613.30
4 1000 174.67 18249.10 4.51 8480.70 0.83 1.92 11029.20 0.00 1.20 7363.50

Non-Linear Continuous Knapsack

max
∑

j∈N pj∑
j∈N wjxj ≤ C

pj ≤ gj(xj) j ∈ N

0 ≤ xj ≤ Uj j ∈ N

Equivalent case

Proposition 1 If the domain of the g can be partitioned into
two subsets [l1, l2] and [l2, l3] so that g is linear in the former
and convex in the latter, then IM is an ideal formulation.

Comparison
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Figure 1: Example where
the continuous relaxations of
MCM and IM are different.
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Figure 2: Example where
the continuous relaxations of
MCM and IM are equivalent.
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Thank you for your attention!

molero@lix.polytechnique.fr

All this research is available at:

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Cristina_Molero-Rio
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Our research focuses on mixed integer nonlinear programming problems
(MINLP) in which all nonconvex functions are univariable and separable.
We employ the Sequential Convex MINLP technique to solve this class
of problems to obtain a global optimal solution. This method uses piece-
wise linear relaxation, where only the concave parts are replaced by linear
functions. In contrast, the convex intervals are handled by generating cut
planes using the perspective cuts. This work presents a comprehensive
theoretical and computational analysis of the different possible reformula-
tions to the original problem. We show and demonstrate that while they
are equivalent in the case of purely linear problems, they are not equivalent
when considering nonlinear convex intervals.

Class of problems

Non-convex Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programs (MINLPs)
in which non-convexity is restricted to sums of univariate
functions:

min
∑

j∈N cjxj

fi(x) +
∑

j∈H(i) gij(xj) ≤ 0 i ∈ M

lj ≤ xj ≤ uj j ∈ N

xj ∈ Z j ∈ I

Incremental Model

min g(l1) +
∑

s∈S zs
zs ⩾ [gs(ls + xs/ys)− gs(ls)]ys s ∈ S

y1 = 1, y|S|+1 = 0

x = l1 +
∑

s∈S xs
(ls+1 − ls)ys+1 ≤ xs ≤ (ls+1 − ls)ys s ∈ S

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S.

Multiple Choice Model

min
∑

s∈S zs
zs ⩾ gs(xs/ys)ys s ∈ S

x =
∑

s∈S xs
lsys ≤ xs ≤ ls+1ys s ∈ S∑

s∈S ys = 1

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S.

Convex Combination Model

min
∑

s∈S zs
zs ⩾ gs(xs/ys)ys s ∈ S

x =
∑

s∈S xs
lsys ≤ xs ≤ ls+1ys s ∈ S∑

s∈S ys = 1

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S.

Computational experience
INST. IM MCM IM RELAX. MCM RELAX.

Int. Size Time Cuts Time Cuts Gap Time Cuts Gap Time Cuts
2 10 0.02 114.70 0.03 105.60 0.48 0.01 50.30 0.48 0.01 50.30
2 20 0.03 187.40 0.03 179.80 0.18 0.01 92.20 0.18 0.02 92.20
2 50 0.05 448.20 0.05 448.20 0.02 0.02 246.10 0.02 0.02 246.10
2 100 0.09 759.00 0.09 759.50 0.00 0.04 499.00 0.00 0.05 499.00
2 200 0.21 1614.50 0.22 1635.90 0.00 0.09 989.40 0.00 0.08 989.40
2 500 0.45 3293.90 0.45 3202.20 0.00 0.22 2504.50 0.00 0.22 2504.50
2 1000 1.12 5949.60 1.00 5896.30 0.00 0.45 5039.40 0.00 0.43 5039.40
4 10 0.06 348.40 0.04 239.70 1.31 0.01 108.10 0.17 0.01 78.80
4 20 0.09 533.90 0.04 325.90 1.00 0.02 225.40 0.03 0.02 155.10
4 50 0.41 1546.10 0.16 886.70 0.80 0.04 501.90 0.01 0.04 360.30
4 100 0.91 2332.30 0.26 1416.30 0.83 0.10 1058.90 0.00 0.07 733.50
4 200 3.10 4171.30 0.54 2369.80 0.85 0.22 2255.20 0.00 0.15 1481.00
4 500 20.34 8931.70 2.40 5141.40 0.80 0.69 5611.90 0.00 0.42 3613.30
4 1000 174.67 18249.10 4.51 8480.70 0.83 1.92 11029.20 0.00 1.20 7363.50

Non-Linear Continuous Knapsack

max
∑

j∈N pj∑
j∈N wjxj ≤ C

pj ≤ gj(xj) j ∈ N

0 ≤ xj ≤ Uj j ∈ N

Equivalent case

Proposition 1 If the domain of the g can be partitioned into
two subsets [l1, l2] and [l2, l3] so that g is linear in the former
and convex in the latter, then IM is an ideal formulation.

Comparison
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Figure 1: Example where
the continuous relaxations of
MCM and IM are different.
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Figure 2: Example where
the continuous relaxations of
MCM and IM are equivalent.
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Our research focuses on mixed integer nonlinear programming problems
(MINLP) in which all nonconvex functions are univariable and separable.
We employ the Sequential Convex MINLP technique to solve this class
of problems to obtain a global optimal solution. This method uses piece-
wise linear relaxation, where only the concave parts are replaced by linear
functions. In contrast, the convex intervals are handled by generating cut
planes using the perspective cuts. This work presents a comprehensive
theoretical and computational analysis of the different possible reformula-
tions to the original problem. We show and demonstrate that while they
are equivalent in the case of purely linear problems, they are not equivalent
when considering nonlinear convex intervals.

Class of problems

Non-convex Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programs (MINLPs)
in which non-convexity is restricted to sums of univariate
functions:

min
∑

j∈N cjxj

fi(x) +
∑

j∈H(i) gij(xj) ≤ 0 i ∈ M
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min g(l1) +
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min
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Int. Size Time Cuts Time Cuts Gap Time Cuts Gap Time Cuts
2 10 0.02 114.70 0.03 105.60 0.48 0.01 50.30 0.48 0.01 50.30
2 20 0.03 187.40 0.03 179.80 0.18 0.01 92.20 0.18 0.02 92.20
2 50 0.05 448.20 0.05 448.20 0.02 0.02 246.10 0.02 0.02 246.10
2 100 0.09 759.00 0.09 759.50 0.00 0.04 499.00 0.00 0.05 499.00
2 200 0.21 1614.50 0.22 1635.90 0.00 0.09 989.40 0.00 0.08 989.40
2 500 0.45 3293.90 0.45 3202.20 0.00 0.22 2504.50 0.00 0.22 2504.50
2 1000 1.12 5949.60 1.00 5896.30 0.00 0.45 5039.40 0.00 0.43 5039.40
4 10 0.06 348.40 0.04 239.70 1.31 0.01 108.10 0.17 0.01 78.80
4 20 0.09 533.90 0.04 325.90 1.00 0.02 225.40 0.03 0.02 155.10
4 50 0.41 1546.10 0.16 886.70 0.80 0.04 501.90 0.01 0.04 360.30
4 100 0.91 2332.30 0.26 1416.30 0.83 0.10 1058.90 0.00 0.07 733.50
4 200 3.10 4171.30 0.54 2369.80 0.85 0.22 2255.20 0.00 0.15 1481.00
4 500 20.34 8931.70 2.40 5141.40 0.80 0.69 5611.90 0.00 0.42 3613.30
4 1000 174.67 18249.10 4.51 8480.70 0.83 1.92 11029.20 0.00 1.20 7363.50

Non-Linear Continuous Knapsack

max
∑

j∈N pj∑
j∈N wjxj ≤ C

pj ≤ gj(xj) j ∈ N

0 ≤ xj ≤ Uj j ∈ N

Equivalent case

Proposition 1 If the domain of the g can be partitioned into
two subsets [l1, l2] and [l2, l3] so that g is linear in the former
and convex in the latter, then IM is an ideal formulation.

Comparison
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Figure 1: Example where
the continuous relaxations of
MCM and IM are different.
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Figure 2: Example where
the continuous relaxations of
MCM and IM are equivalent.
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Pre-Trained Solution Methods for Unit Commitment

▶ Find the optimal operation of generators given demand ω:

0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0


,

x =

on-off status

← time period →

0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0

0.2 0.5 0.6 0.0

0.8 1.0 1.0 0.8


power output

← time period →

▶ The dual problem is decomposable by generators

max

q(ω, y) :=
1

G

G∑
g=1

qg(ω, y)

 ,

where G is the number of generators.
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Improvement on Regularised Cutting-Plane Method

q(ω, y)y0

q̂

y1

q̆
y2

q1(ω, y)

y0 y1y2

q2(ω, y)y0 y1y2

= +

1. How should initialise the algorithm, i.e. get y0?
▶ Use machine learning to find a good point.

2. How should we accelerate the progress of the algorithm?
▶ Only evaluate a subset of qg(ω, y) and take incremental steps.
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Schur numbers

Question

What is the smallest n such that every k-coloring of {1, 2, . . . , n}
produces a monochromatic solution to x + y = z?

This smallest n is called the Schur number S(k).

S(2) = 5

1 2 3 4

S(3) = 14:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Jack Wesley (UC Davis) Shortest talk on the longest proof April 24, 2023 1 / 2
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Schur numbers

Table of all known Schur numbers:

k S(k) proof author/year proof computation time

1 2 < 1 second
2 5 < 1 second
3 14 1 second

4 45 Golomb and Baumert ’65 < 20 minutes
5 161 Heule ’18 14 years

Heule’s proof relies on sophisticated SAT solving techniques and a
massive computation.

Longest proof in history!

Our goal: study generalizations of Schur numbers called Rado
numbers using SAT solvers
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